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A Method for Creating and Using Time Standards for Cutting Tables

by Dan Wilson, D.I.T. and Nicholas Carey, M.S. • Illinois State University

This research was undertaken to test and publish a general method that could be applied to develop more accurate time standards for cutting tables. It is intended for those involved in production scheduling and cost estimating. It was also written for teachers of graphic communications production management who may need to fill in a missing gap in the literature related to printing estimating. Cutting table estimating should be part of any course on printing estimating because in recent years a growing number of print facilities have adopted wide format inkjet devices to manufacture products such as short-run packages, labels, point-of-purchase displays, and signage. These products are finished on cutting tables—machines that cut material into geometric and non-geometric shapes for assembly. These kinds of products, once the purview of specialized sign shops, are now product lines commonly offered to clients by graphic communications companies across the spectrum of markets, including commercial printers, label and package printers, in-plant printers, and design studios.

Estimating the time and cost of wide format inkjet print devices is straightforward and well represented in the literature (Idealliance, 2019; Ruggles, 2008). In most cases the estimator assigns a setup time for the inkjet device, and printing time is estimated based on a standard print rate per square foot (or square meter) provided by the manufacturer. The amount of time estimated to be required for the job is then multiplied by an hourly rate. By contrast, estimating time and costs for cutting tables is largely absent from the literature, and unlike inkjet estimating, predicting production time on cutting tables is highly problematic, with most print facilities having crude and inaccurate methods for estimating cutting time, and inaccurate job costing results.

Use of Time Standards in Estimating

In practice, client job specifications are gathered by a sales representative or through a web portal, and then used to generate an estimate of cost and job price. The cost estimate is made by analyzing the production
steps required, and then predicting how much time will be required for each production step based on a time standard. Further, the resulting time predictions are used as a basis for scheduling production (Field, 2009).

Production operations are rationalized into cost centers, with each cost center a different operation or machine. Cost centers will be unique to a given business, but print-related examples might include an Esko Spark 2420 Flexo Platemaker, HP FB550 wide format printer, MBO 2356 buckle folder, Kongsberg X46 cutting table, or a hand inserting operation. Each cost center requires unique operations that take time to carry out. Time standards are required to predict how much time a production operation will take, and so allow the prediction of costs for quote generation as well as the creation of a production schedule (Field, 2009; Idealliance, 2019; Merit, 2000; Ruggles, 2008; Silver, 1991).

If the operation involves a machine, the time standard is typically straightforward because machines run at a constant, predictable rate. For example, an HP Indigo press may run at a rate of 136 sheets per minute, so knowing the number of sheets that need to be printed allows for an accurate prediction of time. This is an example of a machine standard. While machine standards are predictable and automated, manual standards are not. A manual standard (“manual” meaning requiring human manipulation) is used to predict time for an operation that is carried out by a human, and so are inherently inconsistent and much less predictable. Operations such as press makeready (setting up a press for printing) or creating a layout with illustration software are examples of manual standards (Idealliance, 2019; Ruggles, 2008).

Therefore, having accurate time standards play a big role in managing print production efficiently. If time estimates are not accurate, the projected production schedule might leave production workers too little time to complete a job, or with not enough to do (Field, 2009). Accurate time standards are also critical to projecting costs accurately. If costs are projected inaccurately, a job may be priced too low and result in profit lost. It should be noted that estimating costs requires not only accurate time standards, but also accurate hourly rates (Idealliance, 2019; Ruggles, 2008). Hourly rates will not be discussed in this paper.

While literature searches revealed no useful information on predicting cutting table production time based on job specifications, much has been published on estimating time and cost of finishing operations such as cutting with a guillotine cutter and folding with a buckle folder (Idealliance, 2019; Merit, 2000; Ruggles, 2008; Silver, 1991). An overview of the key concepts is provided here to illustrate how comparatively few variables need to be considered for guillotine cutting and buckle folding, compared to cutting with cutting tables.

### Applying Guillotine Cutter Time Standards

Guillotine cutters are used to cut stacks of paper along a straight line, resulting in rectangular products. To estimate time and cost, the estimator only has to deal with a few variables, including (1) the total number of sheets of paper to be cut, (2) the number of those sheets in a stack that can be cut at one time (usually 4-in thick and commonly called a “lift” or “load,” with the number of sheets in the stack based on the paper caliper), and (3) the number of cuts that need to be made per stack. Once this information is known, the estimator uses time standards for setting up the job, time per lift, and time per cut. The total time required is added together and multiplied by the hourly rate for the guillotine cutter. For example:

1. **Step a**: Start with the total number of sheets to be cut. 1400 sheets to cut
2. **Step b**: Calculate the number of sheets per 4-inch lift based on stock caliper (caliper ÷ 4-in)  
   \[ \text{.008 caliper ÷ 4-in lift} = 500 \text{ sheets per lift} \]
3. **Step c**: Calculate the number of lifts to cut  
   \[ \frac{1400 \text{ sheets}}{500 \text{ per lift}} = 2.8 \text{ (round up to 3 lifts)} \]
4. **Step d**: Count the number of cuts to make (cuts per lift x # of lifts)  
   \[ 8 \text{ cuts per lift x 3 lifts} = 24 \text{ cuts} \]
5. **Step e**: Calculate the time required for cutting (time per lift x # of cuts)  
   \[ \left(2 \text{ minutes per lift x 3 lifts} \right) + \left(15 \text{ seconds per x 24 cuts} \right) = 12 \text{ minutes ÷ 60} = .20 \text{ hours} \]

### Applying Guillotine Cutter Time Standards

- **Step f**: Add the setup time required for the cutter (manual standard)  
  \[ .25 \text{ hours required for an average setup} + .20 \text{ hours cutting} = .45 \text{ hours} \]
Applying Buckle Folder Time Standards

Estimating the time and cost of buckle folders also requires just a few variables to be known, including (1) the number and configuration of the folds to make per product, (2) the length of the flat sheet (before folding), (3) the number of products to fold, and (4) the surface speed (rate) of the folding belts. In practice, then estimate is for a given product is based on the setup time, which will vary based on the number of folding gates to adjust and whether score or perforation wheels will be required. The rate of a folder depends on two factors:

1. The surface speed of the belts on which the paper rides.
2. The length of the paper product to be folded.

A folder is normally set to a standard surface speed when running, for example 300 ft/min. However, the number of folded sheets per hour (fph) is affected by the flat length of the paper to be folded. This requires a conversion, for example:

(step a) sheet length in inches + gap between ÷ 12-inches per foot = # feet
   11-in sheet length + 2-in gap = 13-in ÷ 12-in = 1.08

(step b) #feet ÷ 300 feet per minute
   300 feet per minute ÷ 1.08 feet = 277 folded sheets per minute

(step c) sheets per minute x 60 = sheets per hour
   277 x 60 minutes – 16,620 per hour

(step d) Determine the time required for folding
   (the total number of products to be folded divided by the folded products per hour).
   20,000 products ÷ 16,620 folded products per hour = 1.2 hours of folding time.

(step e) Add the setup time required for the folder
   (manual standard)
   .5 hours required for an average setup + 1.2 hours for folding = 1.7 hours

Cutting Table Manual Standards

In practice, developing manual time standards for cutting table setup is similar to any other machine. First, standard operating procedures (SOP) are agreed upon and followed by each operator. The SOP is a step-by-step procedure that is followed each time a job goes through setup. After the SOP is prepared, the setup time is measured over several jobs and the time requirements are recorded and averaged. Like most production machines, a cutting table requires setup time for each job. The setup of the cutting table generally involves these steps, which should be recorded for time to come up with an average manual time standard:

   (step a) importing the outline file to the controller console.
   (step b) making console settings for the job.
   (step c) inserting the cutting head cutting tool.
   (step d) laying the material on the table bed and setting its thickness and position.
   (step e) making and inspecting a test cut.

Cutting Table Machine Standards

Unlike guillotine cutting and buckle folding, cutting table time standards are impacted by a wide range of difficult-to-evaluate variables. Therefore, unlike the other production machines, the machine standard for a cutting table does not allow for simple, accurate calculations of production time. To understand this, consider the factors that affect the cutting rate:
1. The straight-line cutting speed of the tool
Each cutting tool is matched to the material to be cut, and each tool is rated at a different straight-line cutting speed. The speed at which cuts are made on a cutting table is measured in inches per minute (or centimeters per minute) to cut in a straight line. For example, a straight-cutting tool used to cut paperboard might be rated at 1180 inches per minute (3000 cm/min), while high frequency reciprocating knives that move in a rapid up and down slicing motion (and used for materials such as foam board) may be rated at an even slower speed, such as 984 inches per minute (2500 cm/min). Slower yet are milling tools (used to router wood) is rated at an even slower straight-line rate, such as 236 inches per minute (600 cm/min).

2. The shape to be cut
Unfortunately, the straight-line cutting rate provided by the manufacturer is not very helpful for predicting time in practice, because products to be cut on cutting tables are most often composed of many curves and angles. The speed of the cut will vary depending on the complexity of the shape. This is due to the manner in which the cutting tool changes cut direction. Each time the tool needs to pivot, the head mechanism must pause, lift the tool, turn to a new trajectory, drop the tool back onto the material, and proceed cutting (lift-turn-drop). To cut an arc, this sequence may be repeated hundreds of times, slowing the cutting rate considerably. In other words, the more complex the shape, the more split-second pauses and the slower the cutting.

3. The size of the shape to be cut
Consider a simple circle. If the circle has a large diameter, such as 36-in, the arc is quite gentle and will not require the cutting knife to lift-turn-drop, thus the rate will match the straight-line rate. However, if the circle has a small diameter, such as 2-in, the arc is quite acute and will require dozens of lift-turn-drop cycles, slowing the cut rate considerably.

4. The variety of tasks to be performed during the cut (cut, crease, kiss-cut, perforations)
Most packages and many point-of-purchase displays require not just cutting, but also creasing and perhaps perforating. Each of these cutting table tasks are done in one operation, but at different straight-line speeds, and so need to be considered as mutually exclusive for a time standard.

A Method for Estimating Cutting Table Production Time
An estimator often will create an estimate based on a template that has been produced previously. This will allow for exacting time predications so long as the previous production information is stored and accessible in the MIS. However, for new jobs, the estimator may have nothing more to go on than a description of image of the product, it’s overall size, and quantity. In this case, estimating the time of cutting requires a method that will provide accurate and repeatable results. Described here is a method developed during research in the Print Media Lab at Illinois State University. The method will be explained, followed by examples. Then, data will be presented to show how factors can be customized for use in developing time standards within any facility and for any cutting table.

1. Group products
Unlike other machine standards, developing time standards for the cutting table involves grouping the most common types of jobs produced at a given facility according three variables: (1) material (cutting tool), (2) shape, and (3) size. The assumption is that each group of products will be affected by similar factors, and therefore have similar cut speed reductions. It is recommended to develop visual design references in each group to allow the estimator to quickly and intuitively assign a new job to its most logical group. Figure 1 and Figure 2 show examples of product groups which will have similar...
factors affecting cut speed. To apply this method to a specific facility, the classes of jobs would be modified to suit. Note that the circular shapes are classified as “small circular.” It is recommended to have the diameter cut-off at 10-inches, i.e. small circular shapes have diameters 10-inches or less, and large circular shapes have diameters or 10-in or more. As explained previously, this is necessary due to the fact that the lift-turn-drop knife cycles increase for smaller circular shapes, slowing the cut rate. Depending on the accuracy required, more size categories could be created. Note also that Group 1 is classified according to material and tool (as these factors also affect cutting rate).

Figure 2 includes package jobs on c-flute material. Because packages have mainly quadrilateral cuts and creases, with rarely a circle or curve, size categories are unnecessary. The cuts will be mainly straight, though with some pivoting of the cutting tool for each change of angle. There will be two different rate factors, one for the cutting tool and one for the creasing tool. In practice, both tools are added to the cutting table head and the creasing is completed first followed by the cutting. Each will need to be estimated for time separately and then added together.

2. Estimate linear cutting distance
For any given job, the overall distance of cutting will need to be estimated. For geometric shapes, the cutting distance can be estimated with reasonable accuracy.

**Sticker example:** The following example will show the overall cutting distance for 50 of the circular kiss cut stickers shown in Group 1 (Figure 1). Assume that the design has a 3-in diameter. The overall cutting distance would be found in this way:

(step a) determine the perimeter distance to be cut
(diameter of design = 3-in x πi)
3-in x 3.14 (πi) = 9.42-in circumference

(step b) multiply the perimeter per object by the number of objects to be cut
9.42-in per decal x 500 decals = 4710 linear inches.

If an object to be cut is not quite circular (oval or spheroid as shown in Figure 1) the height and width can be averaged to come up with a working diameter. This will result in a less exact estimate, but should be close.

**Package example:** Next consider the package designs in Group 2 (Figure 2) which are composed mainly of straight cuts and creases (triangles or quadrilaterals). Each cut and crease can be measured (or estimated for length) and then added together to determine the overall linear cutting distance. Since creasing and cutting are done in two successive operations and at different rates, the distances will be put into separate categories. The following figure illustrates this concept. Note that creases are the dotted lines, and cuts are the solid lines. For cuts in this case, there are 8 segments of 4-inches; 8 segments of 3-inches; and 16 segments of 2-inches. Adding these together yields a linear distance of approximately 64-inches for cutting:

(step a) \((8 \times 4) + (8 \times 3) + (16 \times 2) = 64 \text{ linear-inches per package}\)

For creases, there are 8 segments of 4-inches and 3 segments of 3-inches. Adding these together yields a linear distance of approximately 41-inches for creasing:

(step b) \((8 \times 4) + (3 \times 3) = 41 \text{ linear-inches per package}\)

Next, assume that we have 10 packages to cut.

(step c) 10 packages x 64 linear inches of cutting per package = 640 linear inches

(step d) 10 packages x 41 linear inches of creasing per package = 410 linear inches

(step e) Use a rate factor to calculate the cutting time.

The straight-line speed of the cutting tool will be used as a baseline. However, the rate of the cut will vary based on the shape and shape size (number of lift-turn-drop cycles). By grouping similar products by tool and
shape we can assume each product will have a similar rate factor. The development of rate factors is explained in the next section.

**Sticker example:** For the circular sticker example above, the length is 9 linear inches. Example rate factors are shown in table 2. We’ll use the rate factor for group 1 products, .09 (or 9% of straight-line speed). So, cutting time is estimated to be:

(step a) \( \frac{1180 \text{ inches per minute (straight line speed)}}{0.10 \text{ (rate factor)}} = 118 \text{ inches per minute} \)

(step b) \( \frac{4710 \text{ linear inches}}{106.2 \text{ inches per minute}} = 39.9 \text{ minutes} \)

**Package example:** Using the rate factor for a package requires two separate steps, since there are two separate tools (with two different straight-line rates and rate factors) being used. Given the length values derived from figure 3, and using the rate factor for the estimated time required for creasing and cutting, we can calculate as follows:

(step a) Cut with high frequency knife: \( \frac{984 \text{ inches per minute (straight line speed)}}{0.16 \text{ (rate factor)}} = 159 \text{ inches per minute} \)

(step b) \( \frac{640 \text{ linear inches}}{159 \text{ inches per minute}} = 4 \text{ minutes} \)

(step c) Crease with crease tool: \( \frac{1181 \text{ inches per minute (straight line speed)}}{0.49 \text{ (rate factor)}} = 576 \text{ inches per minute} \)

(step d) \( \frac{410 \text{ linear inches}}{576 \text{ inches per minute}} = 0.7 \text{ minutes} \)

---

**A Method for Creating Rate Factors for Cutting Tables**

This method allows for the development of predictive time standards for cutting tables. As described previously, the jobs need to be grouped according to those factors that affect speed, namely cutting tool, shapes, and sizes that will slow the cut speed. Two groups are provided in this paper to illustrate the methodology, (a) kiss-cut circular designs smaller than 10-inches in diameter and (b) packages on c-flute material. A dozen or more unique groups would likely need to be developed for a production operation.

**Limitations of the Time Standards Data**

Note that this data is based on a Kongsberg X20 cutting table, and since other cutting tables will have unique rates, this data should not be expected to be applicable. Also, note that this example includes data from just four jobs, which may be too few to provide for an accurate time factor, but it does provide a starting point. Time standards will improve in accuracy as more jobs are completed and estimated cutting time is modified by actual cutting time.

**Methodology for Developing Machine Time Standards**

Table 1 shows a spreadsheet for calculating a rate factor for a product group. Each job’s cutting length in linear inches is calculated and recorded, as well as the overall length based on the number of pieces to cut. Next calculated is the time it would take if the cutting were done at the machine rated straight-line speed (estimated length ÷ straight-line speed/in). The cutting table controller will provide a record of the actual cutting time for each job. This actual time is divided by the predicted straight-line time to determine a rate factor (a factor to reveal how much the cutting time slowed) for each job (actual time ÷ predicted time). Next, a mean of the rate factors is calculated. Next, the product of the rate factor and the straight-line speed (rate factor x straight-line speed) provides an estimate of the actual speed/in that can be expected for products placed into this group.

The same process would be applied to the package design jobs in group 2, with the exception that two rounds of calculations would be completed: one for the cuts and one for the creases. This is necessary because each requires a different tool running at a different rate of speed.
Table 1: Calculating rate factor and cutting speed based on measured time data for group 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group and Jobs</th>
<th>Operation 1 Distance Calculations</th>
<th>Rate Factor Calculation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Group 1</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job 1</td>
<td>Sticker</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Material</td>
<td>Tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>job 1</td>
<td>Sticker</td>
<td>kiss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>job 2</td>
<td>Sticker</td>
<td>kiss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>job 3</td>
<td>Sticker</td>
<td>kiss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>job 4</td>
<td>Sticker</td>
<td>kiss</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Actual speed/min (speed in/min * rate factor) 116

Average (rate factor) 0.10

Table 2: Calculating rate factor and cutting speed based on measured time data for group 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group and Jobs</th>
<th>Crease Operation</th>
<th>Rate Factor Calculation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Group 2</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job 1</td>
<td>C-Flute Crease</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Material</td>
<td>Tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>job 1</td>
<td>C-Flute Crease</td>
<td>High Freq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>job 2</td>
<td>C-Flute Crease</td>
<td>High Freq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>job 3</td>
<td>C-Flute Crease</td>
<td>High Freq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>job 4</td>
<td>C-Flute Crease</td>
<td>High Freq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>job 5</td>
<td>C-Flute Crease</td>
<td>High Freq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>job 6</td>
<td>C-Flute Crease</td>
<td>High Freq</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Actual speed/min (speed in/min * rate factor) 159.5

Average (rate factor) 0.16
Methodology for Developing Setup (Manual) Time Standards

Set-up time will vary depending on the individual performing the set-up, as well as inevitable technical issues that occur during the process. However, the process for setup can be rationalized into a SOP to assure minimum of variation from job to job, and so maximize time consistency. Table 3 shows an example of a planning chart for measuring setup time. Each step can be timed separately and then tallied to reveal the total setup time required per job. Note that many jobs require multiple sheets to be cut. Thus, once the cutting of the job begins there will be intervals of manually changing the sheet and restarting cutting. This too must be measured and factored for accurate time standards. As with the machine standards previously described, each job would require ongoing measurement of time to allow for increasingly accurate revisions of the time standard used in estimating.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Time Minutes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Review job ticket</td>
<td>2:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Select and install correct tool</td>
<td>3:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Retrieve and position first sheet of stock</td>
<td>4:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Check graphics layers for appropriate order</td>
<td>2:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Locate and set first registration mark</td>
<td>1:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Drop knife and test/reset for proper depth</td>
<td>2:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Stop, remove cut sheet</td>
<td>3:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Set-up time</td>
<td>18:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Additional sheets (if necessary, and per sheet)position new sheet, restart</td>
<td>3:00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additional sheets (if necessary, and per sheet) position new sheet, restart

Conclusion

While the methodology described herein is a model that can be customized and applied generally, there will inevitably be many unique issues that will arise in specific production operations. For example, various makes and models of cutting table will be rated differently for cutting speed. The quality of the cuts at full speed may need to be examined, with cutting speed modified to maximize quality. Also, prepress personnel will need to develop standard operating procedures when preparing graphics to be cut to assure that the cutting table operations go smoothly. This includes assuring proper graphics layers and register marks.

Developing accurate time standards for cutting tables is problematic because of the many variables impacting the machine cutting speed. With cutting table technology relatively new to many the graphic communications businesses, this paper aimed to provide a roadmap for implementing a process for developing time standards that might increase the efficiency and accuracy of production schedules and cost estimates.
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